
THE BEDROOM.

PERFECTLY TAILORED FOR MY HOME.



There have never been so many ways to shape your life 

according to your own rules. So why shouldn’t the same 

apply to your bedroom? That’s the reason we created the 

new concept me bedroom range. 

We understand that everyone is unique. There is no 

good or bad taste – just an endless variety of styles. 

And then there is your sense of taste, perhaps the most 

important of them all. With concept me, we give you the 

tools you need to make your home as perfect as possible. 

Taste, though, is just one factor. Our lives change and 

we have to adapt to these changes. Young families and 

single person households have completely different fur-

nishing requirements. And a young couple and a family 

with three children have very different interests.

THE BEDROOM. 
PERFECTLY TAILORED FOR YOUR HOME.

concept me offers you almost as many options as there 

are people: with styles from pure to natural, a wide 

variety of sizes and infinite extendability. Simply combine 

the elements you like best. 

But however different lives and dreams may be – our 

bedrooms all have a few things in common: they are 

easy to design, offer smart storage space solutions and 

are highly durable.

So don’t just get the most out of your life – get the most 

out of your bedroom, too. With concept me.

concept me 32 concept me

What could be better than a place that is yours and only 

yours? Where you can really be the way you want to be? 

This place is the bedroom, perhaps the most private room 

in your home. 

The door shuts out the stress of daily life – but remains 

wide open for pleasure and relaxation. Simply lazing over 

breakfast in bed or sprucing yourself up in front of the 

wardrobe mirror, devouring exciting books or reading 

funny stories to the kids – laughing, phoning, surfing, 

smooching, whatever... And, of course, don’t forget the 

most important of all your favourite activities: sleeping 

soundly and recharging for the next day. 

Whatever you do in your bedroom. Just do it! Because 

there is no bedroom like yours anywhere in the world. 

And that’s exactly how it should feel. Your favourite 

private place.

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL PRIVATE PLACE IN 
THE WORLD: YOUR BEDROOM.



concept me 230 hinged door wardrobe with storage doors // body: polar white // front: white glass/imit. Ristretto nutwood // handles: chrome  

concept me 500 bed frame with wooden headboard

concept me 54 concept me

Bright and cool or dark and warm? With concept me you don’t have to choose: there is no either-or. Nothing’s impossible! A warm Ristretto nutwood fi nish meets 

elegant white glass. And matt elements blend with glossy surfaces. The contrasts are fascinating and make your bedroom unique.

CONTRASTS!
NOT CONTRADICTIONS.



concept me 76 concept me

Sink down into soft covers and snug cushions, spend time together – just do and be what you want. And welcome the next day with a smile. Your bedroom is 

more than a place to close your eyes.

LIFE, LAUGHTER,
SLEEP, 
AKA: BEDROOM.

This wardrobe not only incorporates sophisticated glass fronts but 

also a special feature: storage doors with lots of extra space, com-

partments and clever solutions for your clothes and accessories. 

A real highlight even when the doors are shut. The slightly projecting 

doors give the wardrobe an unconventional but very attractive look.



IT’S NICE TO BE WOKEN,
THE SAME WAY YOU FELL ASLEEP.

concept me 100 hinged door wardrobe with projecting drawer block and open shelf unit // body: imit. macadamia nutwood //

front: Fango glass/imit. macadamia nutwood // handle: chrome // concept me 500 bed frame with upholstered headboard

Simply a better way to wake up: with warm, harmonious combinations of colours. Just like the ones in this bedroom. The new projecting drawer element 

has an off-beat look which really catches the eye. At least, when you are awake. Or are woken.

concept me 98 concept me



concept me 1110 concept me

OUR 
LIVING ROOM: 
THE 
BEDROOM.

Families gravitate towards comfort. Like a cosy bed with a headboard to lean against, beautiful furniture to look at and plenty of warm colours to enjoy. It’s hardly 

surprising that nobody wants to get up. Believe us: we understand.



A GENEROUS SPACE,
AND A GREAT DESIGN.

concept me 100 hinged door wardrobe with open shelf unit and base drawers // body: imit. macadamia nutwood // front: high-gloss white/

imit. macadamia nutwood // handles: frosted aluminium // concept me 500 bed frame with wooden headboard

Why stick with one style when you have so much space? Why not cross traditional and modern elements? Add the striking look of a fl oating bed or a bookshelf 

built into the middle of the wardrobe. And there it is: a great bedroom.

concept me 1312 concept me



Find and store anything in seconds? You can! Thanks in part to a host of smart storage solutions but also to the wardrobe's panorama folding doors. Not only do 

they save space, they ensure you really can see everything at a glance. The mirror element slides away and offers fully available storage space behind the mirror.

8 IN THE MORNING AND ALL IS WELL. 
AND IN THE EVENING TOO. 

200 cm

concept me 1514 concept me

concept me 310
Sliding door wardrobe with horizontal lattice bars //

body: imit. dark chocolate oak //

front: imit. dark chocolate oak/crystal mirror

concept me 100
Folding door panorama and hinged door wardrobe //

body: imit. dark chocolate oak //

front: white glass/imit. dark chocolate oak



The night was so much fun: but your bedroom is waiting to add the finishing touch to the day. With modern forms and warm colours. So you can be sure: 

the rest of the night will be a pleasure, too.

AFTER A LONG NIGHT – 
LOOK FORWARD TO A LONG SLEEP.

concept me 1716 concept me

concept me 500 bed with upholstered headboard // bed side panels: frosted Terra // contrast colour: chrome 

concept me 700 chest // body: frosted Terra // front: Fango glass



STORE AND RETRIEVE,
CLASSIC OR UNCONVENTIONAL?

You can turn, push and fold it just as you like: it all depends on how you design your wardrobe.

concept me 300
Sliding door wardrobe // body: frosted Terra //

front: Fango glass/crystal mirror

concept me 310
Sliding door wardrobe with horizontal

lattice bars // body: frosted Terra // front: Fango glass

concept me 1918 concept me

concept me 300
Sliding door wardrobe // body: frosted Terra //

front: Fango glass/imit. dark chocolate oak

concept me 320
Hinged and sliding door wardrobe with drawers //

body: frosted Terra // front: Fango glass



Sometimes life is quite exciting enough – we all welcome a little clarity and calm when we come home. With a combination of silk grey and white, for example. 

These closely related tones create slight contrasts in brightness and a fascinating interaction of light and shade. Which make it rather exciting after all.

SILK GREY.
ANYTHING BUT DULL.

concept me 320 hinged and sliding door wardrobe // body: polar white // front: glass silk grey // handle fi tments: chrome 

concept me 500 bed frame with upholstered headboard

concept me 2120 concept me



However you want to organise your wardrobe – we have the perfect door for you. Classic 

sliding doors save space while our hinged doors give you an instant view of all your clothes and 

accessories. And if you want a wardrobe with both, it’s no problem – after all it’s your wardrobe. 

High, low or in between – with beds everyone has their own preference. That’s why 

you can adjust the mattress height of our beds to your individual requirements. With 

four different position settings, we offer the perfect height for everyone. From very 

low to a hotel bed height of up to 64 cm.

concept me 2322 concept me

concept me 310
Sliding door wardrobe with horizontal

lattice bars // body: polar white //

front: polar white/glass silk grey

concept me 200
Hinged door wardrobe // body: polar white //

front: polar white/glass silk grey

WHEN YOU’VE GOT THE HANG OF IT 
BUT WANT TO LET THINGS SLIDE A BIT.

The drawers are also available in a fully extendable version. 

Technology is essential in today’s bedroom. An USB port on the 

bed is an absolute must.



WHEN EVERYTHING FINALLY CLICKS. 
BUT QUIETLY.

Soft Close – the quiet and gentle closing mechanism.

concept me 2524 concept me

At long last – more space for your fi nest underwear or underwired bras. An end to stuffi ng, fraying and creasing – thanks to intelligent and structured organizers. 

And when the drawers close so softly and quietly, we are sure everything will click into place for you too.



MATT SURFACES WHICH MAKE 
YOUR HOME SHINE.

The only thing muted about these wardrobes are their surfaces. The rest shines with masses of storage space and smart interior solutions. Not only does everything fi t – 

it is exquisitely and cleanly organised. With so much gloss and glamour, the matt fi nish makes the perfect match.

concept me 2726 concept me

concept me 300
Sliding door panorama wardrobe with 

passe partout and accessories // body: silk grey //

front: frosted glass silk grey



concept me 2928 concept me

WHITE IS THE KEY TO 
A COLOURFUL LIFE.

If you’re looking for even more calm in your bedroom, look no further than our classics in high gloss white. Its timeless exterior radiates a congenial atmosphere – 

and its intelligent interior has everything under control. A classic.

concept me 200
Hinged door wardrobe with drawers //

body: polar white // front: high-gloss white

concept me 210
Hinged door wardrobe with base drawers //

body: polar white // front: high-gloss white

OURFUL LIFE.

concept me 200

concept me 210



concept me 300 sliding door wardrobe, combined with a concept me 100 hinged door wardrobe around the corner with open shelf unit, projecting drawer 

block and add-on coat rack // body: imit. platinum oak // front: frosted white glass/imit. platinum oak // concept me 500 bed frame with upholstered headboard

It’s good to wind down after a stressful day at work. To avoid distractions and simply exist. Our bedrooms in a gentle blend of platinum oak and satin glass will help 

you to achieve this blissful state. Moderation is our strength – except with accessories, functions and sizes. But we don’t think you’ll mind about that, will you?

concept me 3130 concept me

QUIET?
YOU’RE WELCOME!



OUR 
TO-DO LIST:
NOTHING 
TO DO.

concept me 3332 concept me

Escape the hubbub of daily life, not a to-do list in sight, take a deep breath, relax and recharge your batteries. It’s a real luxury these days. 



Naturally, your bedroom should primarily be a place where you can switch off. However, an unusual mix of colours can add a touch of spice. But relaxation is sure to return 

by the time your head hits the pillow.

HOW DO YOU MAKE A BEDROOM EXCITING?

WITH AN EXCITING MIX OF COLOURS!

concept me 3534 concept me

concept me 220 hinged door wardrobe with storage doors // body: imit. Riviera oak // front: glass silk grey/

imit. Riviera oak // handles: frosted aluminium // concept me 500 bed frame with upholstered 



concept me 3736 concept me

DETAIL?
IN LOVE!

concept me 200
Hinged door wardrobe with drawers and

passe partout // body: imit. Riviera oak //

front: frosted white glass/imit. Riviera oak

concept me 210
Hinged door wardrobe with base drawers and

passe partout // body: imit. Riviera oak //

front: frosted white glass/imit. Riviera oak

The lighting in the passe partout 

panel is dimmable and can be 

controlled remotely.



THE BEST PLACE TO LEAVE YOU ALONE?
PERHAPS IN A BEDROOM LIKE THIS.

concept me 3938 concept me

concept me 500 bed with below-bed storage drawer and upholstered headboard // bed side panels: imit. Riviera oak // contrast colour: frosted aluminium // 

concept me 700 chest // body/front: imit. Riviera oak // handles: frosted aluminium

Focus on what matters in your bedroom. Nothing helps you sleep better than the absence of clutter. Plenty of light, luxurious textiles, restrained moody colours 

and a tidy feel help to create a calm atmosphere of well-being.



Handle 153: The design is wonderfully restrained. It is soft to the touch like a pebble polished smooth by the waves. Yet its soft exterior belies an angular geometry 

which gives the handle an inner dynamism.

Relaxed when you fall asleep. And relaxed when you wake. Because everything you need for your day is ready and waiting – on your wardrobe’s practical 

add-on coat rack. Never waste time looking for the right outfit again. And leave more time to enjoy your morning coffee.

concept me 4140 concept me



THE 
WARDROBES
There’s no such thing as the perfect wardrobe. With space for everything. So clearly structured 

that you can find everything in an instant. With lots of intelligent storage space solutions. 

Extremely good looking, of course. And which you can not only match with furniture from the 

same system but also with existing furnishings as a standalone wardrobe.

Just a minute – that sounds exactly like our wardrobes! What do you think?

- a wide selection of finishes, heights and widths for configuring your customised wardrobe

- optimum use of storage space with a huge range of wardrobe accessories 

- sophisticated storage space functions

- with hinged or sliding doors or both

- with Soft Close as standard for gentle closing of drawers and doors

- integrated sealing lips and dust brushes

- available with a 5 mm thick rear wall (optional)

- high quality materials and perfect craftsmanship for outstanding durability
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SYSTEMATIC PLANNING 100 – PLANNING WARDROBES

Basic unitsHinged door wardrobes and sliding door wardrobes

Planning wardrobes and complete wardrobes

50/60 c
m

50/60 c
m

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

62 cm62 cm 50/60 c
m

50/60 c
m

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

62 cm62 cm 50/60 c
m

50/60 c
m

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

62 cm62 cm 50/60 c
m

50/60 c
m

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

62 cm62 cm 50/60 c
m

50/60 c
m

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

62 cm62 cm

*

50/60 c
m

50/60 c
m

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

62 cm62 cm

*

100/120 
cm

100/120 
cm

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

62 cm62 cm 100/120 
cm

100/120 
cm

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

62 cm62 cm 100/120 
cm

100/120 
cm

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

62 cm62 cm 100/120 
cm

100/120 
cm

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

62 cm62 cm 100/120 
cm

100/120 
cm

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

62 cm62 cm 100/120 
cm

100/120 
cm

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

62 cm62 cm

*

100/120 
cm

100/120 
cm

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

62 cm62 cm

*

* Not available with all handles 

Special units

Folding door panorama

62 cm62 cm 200 cm200 cm

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

90° corner units

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

62 cm62 cm

111 c
m

111 c
m 113 cm

113 cm

Bookshelf

30 cm30 cm

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

30 cm30 cm 58 cm58 cm
20 cm20 cm

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

Add-on coat rack

50 cm50 cm

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

62 cm62 cm 100 cm100 cm

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

62 cm62 cm 100 cm100 cm

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

71 cm71 cm 100 cm100 cm

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

71 cm71 cm

Base drawer Base drawer Projecting drawer block Storage door

Unlimited customizable 2 heights

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

62 cm62 cm

Corner combination with hinged and sliding doorsCorner combination with hinged doors 

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

62 cm62 cm

223 cm223 cm 240 cm240 cm

Planning wardrobe Complete wardrobe

+ + + + =
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240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

69 cm69 cm 320/360/
400 cm

320/360/
400 cm

200 – COMPLETE WARDROBES 300 – COMPLETE WARDROBES WITH SLIDING DOORS

250/300
 cm

250/300
 cm

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

62 cm62 cm 250/300
 cm

250/300
 cm

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

62 cm62 cm150/180 
cm

150/180 
cm

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

69 cm69 cm 150/180 
cm

150/180 
cm

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

69 cm69 cm 200/240
 cm

200/240
 cm

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

62 cm62 cm

300/320
 cm

300/320
 cm

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

62 cm62 cm300/320
 cm

300/320
 cm

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

69 cm69 cm 300 cm300 cm

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

62 cm62 cm 300/320
 cm

300/320
 cm

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

62 cm62 cm 300/320
 cm

300/320
 cm

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

62 cm62 cm

230 – COMPLETE WARDROBES WITH STORAGE DOORS

A few examples from our range of models

200 cm200 cm

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

71 cm71 cm 250 cm250 cm

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

71 cm71 cm 300 cm300 cm

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

71 cm71 cm 300 cm300 cm

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

71 cm71 cm

Version 1

Pelmet panel on top and 

passe partout panels on the left 

and right without lighting

Version 2 

Pelmet panel on top with LED lightband, 

passe partout panels on the left and right 

without lighting

Version 3 

Pelmet panel on top without lighting, 

passe partout panels on the left and right 

with LED light-band 

Version 4 

Pelmet panel on top and 

passe partout panels on the left 

and right with LED light-band

4 VERSIONS OF PASSE PARTOUT PANELS FOR HINGED DOOR WARDROBES

210 – COMPLETE WARDROBES WITH BASE DRAWERS 310 – COMPLETE WARDROBES WITH SLIDING DOORS

250 cm250 cm

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

62 cm62 cm 300 cm300 cm

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

62 cm62 cm150 cm150 cm

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

62 cm62 cm 200 cm200 cm

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

62 cm62 cm 200 cm200 cm

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

62 cm62 cm
200/240

/280/32
0 cm

200/240
/280/32

0 cm

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

69 cm69 cm200/240
/280/32

0 cm

200/240
/280/32

0 cm

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

69 cm69 cm 200/240
/280/32

0 cm

200/240
/280/32

0 cm

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

69 cm69 cm

Sliding door panorama

160/180/
200 cm

160/180/
200 cm

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

69 cm69 cm 69 cm69 cm 240/270/300 c
m

240/270/300 c
m

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

69 cm69 cm

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

320/360/
400 cm

320/360/
400 cm

320 – COMPLETE WARDROBES WITH HINGED/SLIDING DOORS220 – COMPLETE WARDROBES WITH PROJECTING DRAWER BLOCKS

200 cm200 cm

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

71 cm71 cm 250 cm250 cm

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

71 cm71 cm 300 cm300 cm

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

71 cm71 cm 300 cm300 cm

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

71 cm71 cm 200 cm200 cm

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

69 cm69 cm 200 cm200 cm

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

69 cm69 cm 260/300
 cm

260/300
 cm

240 cm240 cm
223 cm223 cm

69 cm69 cm
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OUR BROAD RANGE OF PRODUCTS,
IN EXTRA WIDE.

This is what your wardrobe would look like if you combined all the basic and special elements from our system. And, naturally, they are also available in a range 

of fi nishes and colours. Will anyone ever order this solution? We doubt it. But we wanted to show you what is theoretically possible.

ACCESSORIES (P. 50-53)

ADD-ON COAT RACK

STORAGE DOORS

 

PANORAMA UNIT

 

EXTENSION WITH SLIDING 

DOORS IS POSSIBLE

 

SHELF UNIT

 

  

UNIT WITH 3 DRAWERS

 

  

UNIT WITH 1 DRAWER

 

90° CORNER UNIT
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AS UNIQUE AS YOUR IMAGINATION.
OUR WARDROBE ACCESSORIES.

Interior fi nish imitation birch Interior fi nish in Twist linen look

Scan and

watch the fi lm!
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SLIDE, HANG, STOW, PULL OUT. 
IN SHORT: MAINTAIN ORDER.

Mirror element, slide-out modelSwing-down hanging railWardrobe dividers with 2-piece drawer set

Storage tray, slide-out model

Trouser holder, pull-out model, mounted inside the wardrobe

Pull-out storage tray

External rail Hanger holder, fold-out model

Shoe rack, slide-out model

Trouser holder, slide-out model

THE SYSTEM IN DETAIL 5352 THE SYSTEM IN DETAIL 

Add-on light fi xturesLED interior lighting with sensor control

Add-on light fi xtures



THE
BEDS
Beds are so much more than places to sleep. They are retreats for relaxation. Alone, 

with a book, your partner or for a pillow fight with your children. So a bed really has to be 

comfortable and look great. You’ll completely love these features:

THE SYSTEM IN DETAIL 5554 THE SYSTEM IN DETAIL 

- endless options for creating a bed with exactly the looks and functions you’ve always wanted

- available in two designs with different bedside heights: 42 cm and 49 cm

- comfortable height for sitting and lying down: The four adjustable height settings, slatted  

 frame and mattress allow the bed to reach a height of up to 64 cm*. Or lower, if you prefer.

- headboards in wood or upholstered with fabric or leather imitation

- matching bedside chests available in free-standing or suspended designs

- refinements such as USB ports for charging smartphones

* Bed 1 with 7 cm high slatted frame and 25 cm high mattress



500 – BEDS
DESIGN YOUR OWN BED STEP BY STEP

  

THE SYSTEM IN DETAIL 5756 THE SYSTEM IN DETAIL 

1. SELECT BED TYPE 2. SELECT BED WIDTH AND LENGTH

3. SELECT THE COLOUR OF THE BED FRAME, THE INLAY AND THE CORNER CONNECTORS

4. SELECT BED LEG

Bed 1 Bed 2

*Mattress area

 * Frosted aluminium and chrome only available for inlays and corner connectors

** High-gloss white and high-gloss magnolia only available for inlays

190/200/210 /220 cm
190/200/210 /220 cm*

49 cm49 cm

160/180/200 cm
160/180/200 cm*90/100/120/140 cm

90/100/120/140 cm*

190/200/210 /220 cm
190/200/210 /220 cm*

42 cm42 cm

160/180/200 cm
160/180/200 cm*90/100/120/140 cm

90/100/120/140 cm*

Silk greyPolar white
Imit. macadamia 

nutwood

Imit. dark 

chocolate oak
Imit. platinum oak Imit. Riviera oak Frosted Terra

High-gloss 

magnolia**

High-gloss 

white**
Chrome*

Frosted 

aluminium*

Version 220

for a fl oating style

metal support, angular

black

Version 215

metal bed leg, rounded

frosted aluminium

chrome

Version 216

plastic bed leg, angular

frosted aluminium

polar white

Version 225

metal bed leg, angled

frosted aluminium

chrome

Bed frame bed 2 Inlay

Corner connectorsCorner connectors

Bed frame bed 1 Inlay

64 cm 
sitting and reclining height*

49 cm 
bed frame height

  *Highest position of the slatted frame mounting at 32 cm

+ Slatted frame height of 7 cm

+ Mattress height of 25 cm

= Sitting and reclining height 64 cm

concept me 500 
in comfortable height*
Bed 1 // bed frame: polar white //

bed frame inlay: frosted aluminium //

bed legs: chrome 

concept me 500 
Bed 2 // bed frame: polar white //

bed frame inlay: frosted aluminium //

bed legs: chrome 



  

No dust and dirt collect under the bed. Without drawer; can be 

used for single and double beds. The base panelling can only 

be used in combination with bed leg version 220 (fl oating style). 

Below-bed storage drawer for single and double beds.

Incl. base panelling; can be used for single and double beds.

Colour: graphite

500 – BEDS
DESIGN YOUR OWN BED STEP BY STEP

5. BASE PANELLING AND UNDERBED DRAWERS (OPTIONAL)

6. SELECT HEADBOARD

7. SELECT BEDSIDE CHEST

8. LIGHTING AND ACCESSORIES (OPTIONAL)

For wooden and upholstered 

headboards, frosted aluminium

LED lighting (set of 2) with 

motion sensor

LED lightband behind panel Glass shelf with LED lighting Spacer strip with 2 USB ports

Bedside chest without panel Bedside chest with panel 

and panel composition with 

safety glass top shelf

Panel with shelf Panel with shelf in width 50 cm 

and bedside drawer in width 40 cm

Panel with shelf in width 50 cm 

and bedside drawer in width 50 cm

Panel with shelf, bedside drawer 

and satined acrylic panel with 

LED lighting

Panel with shelf, bedside drawer 

and panel composition with 

safety glass

Wooden panel, straight Wooden panel, angled Wooden panel, angled     

with optional padded neck supports (set of 2)

Upholstered headboard, straight Upholstered headboard, rounded

with vertical quilting seam

Upholstered headboard, oval

with wooden panel
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THE 
CHESTS
Without the chest of drawers, the world would be pretty chaotic. Where else could you store 

bed linen, piles of towels, T-shirts and socks? Not to mention all those secret diaries and 

hidden gifts! As you can see, chests of drawers make the world a much more orderly place. 

And more beautiful – because all our designs look great as well.

THE SYSTEM IN DETAIL 6160 THE SYSTEM IN DETAIL 

- available in a wide range of heights and widths

- bedside chests combine perfectly with concept me bed systems and work as standalone  

 units with boxspring beds

- drawers close quietly with a gentle “click”. With the cushioned, self-retracting “Soft Close”   

 mechanism

- no wobbling on uneven floors: All our chests of drawers are fitted with height adjustable feet

- drawer fittings are tested by being opened and shut 80,000 times and are virtually indestructible

- fluidity of movement: The floor of the drawer is mounted on ball-bearings to ensure it 

 moves smoothly and cleanly

- drawers are also available in a fully extendable version

- 5 mm thick drawer bottoms

- absolutely safe: The integrated pull-out safety device prevents small children from being able to  

 pull the drawers out of the mechanism. And tilt protection stops the chest from tipping over

- glass top boards are made from 4 mm safety glass



Chests

Add-on shelf le/ri

Hall mirror

80 cm80 cm

106 cm106 cm

42 cm42 cm 120 cm120 cm

106 cm106 cm

42 cm42 cm 160 cm160 cm

106 cm106 cm

42 cm42 cm

100 cm100 cm

100 cm100 cm

42 cm42 cm

46 cm46 cm

35 cm35 cm

85 cm85 cm

38 cm38 cm

183 cm183 cm

49 cm49 cm
46 cm46 cm

193 cm193 cm

49 cm49 cm

Bedside chests

Handles

Chests

40/50/6
0 cm

40/50/6
0 cm

42 cm42 cm

42 cm42 cm 40/50/6
0 cm

40/50/6
0 cm

48 cm48 cm

42 cm42 cm 40/50/6
0 cm

40/50/6
0 cm

55 cm55 cm

42 cm42 cm 40/50/6
0 cm

40/50/6
0 cm

61 cm61 cm

42 cm42 cm

Drawer

-  standard version, partially 

extendable and with soft close

-  available with full extension and 

soft close (optional)

Top board

- wooden top boards

- wooden top boards with lighting

- glass top boards (TSG)

50 cm50 cm

80 cm80 cm

42 cm42 cm

80 cm80 cm

80 cm80 cm

42 cm42 cm

100 cm100 cm

80 cm80 cm

42 cm42 cm

100 cm100 cm

80 cm80 cm

42 cm42 cm

120 cm120 cm

80 cm80 cm

42 cm42 cm

100 cm100 cm

80 cm80 cm

42 cm42 cm

100 cm100 cm

80 cm80 cm

42 cm42 cm 150 cm150 cm

80 cm80 cm

42 cm42 cm

160 cm160 cm

80 cm80 cm

42 cm42 cm 150 cm150 cm

80 cm80 cm

42 cm42 cm150 cm150 cm

80 cm80 cm

42 cm42 cm

Version 148

301 frosted aluminium

302 chrome

length 25 cm

Version 201

301 frosted aluminium

302 chrome

length 40-160 cm

Version 152K

301 frosted aluminium

302 chrome 

322 stainless steel

length 27 cm

Version 153

301 frosted aluminium

302 chrome

322 stainless steel

length 27 cm

Version 201

  
700 – CHESTS OF DRAWERS & BEDSIDE CHESTS
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To be mounted on the left or right side 

of chests in height 80 cm with lighting 

(optional)



The full range: concept me offers a total of 12 bedside chests in 3 widths (40, 50, 60 cm) and 4 heights (42, 48, 55, 61 cm) as well as 15 chests of drawers in 

6 widths (50, 80, 100, 120, 150, 160 cm) and 3 heights (80, 100, 106 cm).

 
MAY WE SHOW YOU OUR CHEST COLLECTION?

FOR BOXSPRING BEDS

ADD-ON SHELF UNIT

COMBINATION OF HINGED DOORS 

AND DRAWER BLOCKS
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THE 
SURFACES
Now that we’ve told you so much about our range and intelligent solutions, we’d like to talk 

about looks: the finishes available for your bedroom. After all, first impressions count. They 

give the whole bedroom its unique character. And quickly turn a group of furnishing into your 

favourite place. Naturally, everything is top quality.
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Imit. Ristretto

nutwood

High-gloss

magnolia

High-gloss

white

4 additional contrast colours

Underbed drawer

Additional wooden headboard decor

4 upholstered headboard colours

Chrome

Fabric grey 

Amaro

Frosted aluminium

7 bed frame decors // contrast colours // wooden headboard decors // base frames

Leather imit.

silk grey

Leather imit.

white
Graphite

7 body colours

7 front colours // 

2 high-gloss fronts //

6 glass and mirrored fronts

3 handle colours

Top board

8 colours // 6 glasses

2 interior fi nishes

8 colours // 3 leather imitations // 

1 fabric upholstery

11 contrast colours

7 bedframe 

colours

4 bed legs

17 front versions

7 different fi nishes 2 interior fi nishes

Leather imit.

fango

2 interior fi nishes2 high-gloss fronts

Imit. Ristretto

nutwood*

Twist linen lookImit. birch
High-gloss

Magnolia

High-gloss

white

7 glass fronts for wardrobes // 6 glass fronts for chests // 5 glass top boards

Glass silk grey Grey mirror** Crystal mirror***White glass
Frosted 

white glass 
Fango glass 

Frosted glass 

silk grey

Silk greyPolar white
Imit. macadamia

nutwood

Imit. dark

chocolate oak
Imit. platinum oak Imit. Riviera oak Frosted Terra

7 body colours // 7 front colours // 8 top board colours

Only available as top board.

Not available as top board.

Only available as wardrobe front.

*

**

***

THE SURFACES 
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Silk greyPolar white
Imit. macadamia

nutwood

Imit. dark

chocolate oak
Imit. platinum oak Imit. Riviera oak Frosted Terra



10 YEAR GUARANTEE THE BLUE ANGEL THE GOLDEN M
  
QUALITY ALLIANCE FSC PEFC

Life is full of surprises. We have voluntarily 

extended our warranty to 10 years so you 

can relax and enjoy your new furniture with 

real peace of mind. The warranty offers you 

a unique level of security.

Nolte furniture bears the "Blue Angel" seal 

for products made from wood and wood 

materials with exceptionally low emissions. It 

certifies that we implement strong measures 

to protect your health and the environment 

and use resources efficiently.

The "Golden M” is the quality mark for pro-

ducts offering outstanding performance. 

So you can be certain that your quality fur-

niture will accompany you for many years. 

The seal of the "Quality Alliance" (Bündnis 

für Qualität) is a guarantee of high product 

quality, simplifi ed logistics and high standards 

of assembly.

PEFC stands for the "Programme for the 

Endorsement of Forest Certifi cation Schemes". 

The PEFC was founded in 1999 and is a 

transparent, independent system for ensuring 

sustainable forestry management.

concept me 7170 concept me

PERFECT NOW.
AND FOR YEARS 
TO COME.

You can depend on every aspect of Nolte furniture – from safety to reliability and quality. 

For us, it’s not just a question of aspirations but also of time – literally. Our company is 

in its fourth generation of family management so we know what we’re talking about – but 

more importantly how to make it work.

HUNDRED PERCENT 100% MADE IN GERMANY.

MAXIMUM APPEAL AND THE HIGHEST QUALITY. 

We were among the first to recognise that furniture with an exclusive design and uncom-

promising quality has to be made in Germany. Moreover, we use state-of-the-art technologies 

and environmentally-friendly manufacturing processes. In other words: at Nolte, we don’t just 

talk about sustainability – we live it. 

The FSC® ("Forest Stewardship Council®") 

is an independent NGO founded in 1993. It 

campaigns for forestry management tech-

niques which meet sustainable environmental, 

social and economic standards around the 

world.



Nolte-Möbel GmbH & Co. KG

Konrad-Nolte-Straße 20

D-76726 Germersheim

Fon +49 (0) 7274 51-12 0

Fax +49 (0) 7274 51-12 210

info@nolte-moebel.de

www.nolte-moebel.de 0
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